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Contracts for Difference (‘CFDs’) are complex financial products that are traded on margin. Trading CFDs carries a high degree of risk. It is possible to lose all your capital. Therefore, you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose.
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Forex Trading in Dubai, UAE with GCFX


One of the most regulated and robust forex brokers, dedicated to offering traders a seamless trading experience with over 2000+ instruments.
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Trading Options with GCFX, the best forex broker in Dubai, UAE
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Forex Pairs
Gain exposure to a wide range of currency pairs and participate in currency trading to access the highly liquid market. Trade popular currencies like USD, EUR, and GBP, as well as exotic currencies, all with the lowest spread.
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Indices
Diversify your portfolio and lower your risk by trading a basket of stocks through CFDs. Stock market indices represent specific sections of the market, providing insight into the performance of those sectors.
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Stocks
Experience the thrill of trading and invest in stocks CFDs of top companies like Amazon and Microsoft across various sectors, including finance, technology, and healthcare.
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Energy
Opportunity to trade a variety of energy CFDs, including crude oil, natural gas, gasoline, and electricity. Access to a volatile market segment with potential for gains.
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Metals
Easily access and trade in precious metals like gold and silver using CFDs without the need for physical ownership or the concerns associated with the delivery of underlying assets.










Spreads From
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Tighter spreads.
 Faster execution.


	 											 													 										Trade on consistently low spreads from 0.0 pips**
	 											 													 										 Fast execution from LD4 server facility.
	 											 													 										Top-tier liquidity and market leading pricing, 24/5
	 											 													 										State of fine Art Trading Platform: GCFX Trader & GCFX Metatrader5.







GCFX24 - Everyone’s preferred platform for forex trading for beginners in Dubai
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Trusted and Regulated Broker
GCFX is a regulated and best forex trading broker, committed to ensuring client safety and security. By strictly adhering to regulatory standards, GCFX maintains transparency, and accountability, and significantly reduces the risk of fraud. When it comes to online trading in the financial markets, GCFX is the trusted platform of choice.
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Wide Range of Trading Instruments
GCFX offers a wide range of options for forex trading for beginners, allowing you to trade thousands of instruments. These include forex, indices, commodities, cryptocurrencies, shares, ETFs, and bonds. With such a diverse selection, you have the opportunity to create a diversified portfolio and increase your potential trading opportunities.
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Competitive Spread and Pricing
We provide competitive spreads and pricing across our entire product range and trading platform in Dubai, UAE. This allows our traders to actively participate in the world of trading without being overwhelmed by high costs.
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Easy Accessibility
Our trading platform is compatible with all devices, allowing easy access to your account for a convenient trading experience. We offer web and mobile trading applications,   providing flexibility for forex traders. You can log in to any platform to access your account from any device, giving you control over your trades wherever you are
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Secured
At GCFX, we prioritize the security of your funds and confidential information. Our advanced security protocols and encryption technologies ensure a secure trading environment, giving you peace of mind while you trade.
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24/7 support
Our customer support team is available round the clock to assist you with any technical, trading, or account-related issues. We strive to provide timely and effective solutions to ensure that the trading stock market journey is smooth and hassle-free.










Trading Platforms


Take your trading to the next level with our wide range of instruments and advanced tools that enhance your trading experience. Experience our trading dummy account to practice and get familiar with the platform before trading live.





Trade on  GCFX  Trader and GCFX   MT5 App


Access all the financial markets on the go with our state to the art mobile application and execute swift trading
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GCFX  Trader


GCFX provides top-notch forex trading services in the EMEA offering a customizable platform and experience for every trader. It includes advanced charts with various technical indicators to assist in making precise trading decisions.
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GCFX  Meta Trader 5


Explore a wide range of tools and features on the MT5 platform offered by GCFX. By opening a live account with GCFX, you can take advantage of advanced tools, algorithmic trading, copy trading, and the ability to hedge positions.
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 					 						Trade world markets.					






 				 								
 					 						Manage trading accounts					






 				 								
 					 						Variety of payment methods					






 				 								
 					 						Latest economic events.					











Start Trading with GCFX now by following these simple steps


1


Verification


Provide us the  documentation




2


 Fund your account


Deposit minimum of $100




3


Start Trading


Start trading freely with our support 









START TRADING NOW
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Frequently Asked Questions





 													 															 								 														 												What are CFDs?
Contracts For Difference (CFDs) are popular financial derivative products that allow you to trade on the price movement of various financial assets, such as indices, futures, commodities, shares, and exchange-traded funds, without owning the underlying asset.
The main advantage of trading CFDs is the flexibility to speculate on price movements without the need to buy or sell physical financial assets


 													 															 								 														 												What can I trade with GCFX24?
GCFX is dedicated to providing a wide range of trading instruments across major markets. These instruments include but are not limited to equity, commodities, metal, indices, crypto, and energy, offering you plenty of opportunities to explore and potentially profit from various financial assets. Margin trading options are available for many instruments. Join us today and discover a world of trading possibilities where you can gain and make profits.


 													 															 								 														 												How do I apply for an account?
To start trading, you can easily apply for a forex trading demo account within minutes by following our simple steps. Just click on “Start Trading” on our homepage to begin the process.


 													 															 								 														 												How soon can I trade after opening an account?
Once your account is successfully opened and you have funded it, you can start trading freely in Dubai,UAE. Begin by opening an account and taking the first step towards your trading journey.


  










Our payment gateway solutions are
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Our Offices Worldwide 
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 					 						Malaysia					
 						Q4-17/BT , U0066, 1st floor, jalan Okk Awang besar, P.O Box 82257 federal Territory of Labuan , Malaysia +60392125418
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 					 						Dubai, UAE					
 						Office No:103 Latifa Tower- West wing, Sheikh Zayed road, Trade Center 1 Dubai, United Arab Emirates
 +971 547 064 286
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 					 						Cairo, Egypt					
 						New Cairo City,The 5th Settlement
 Cairo Egypt
 +20 150 169 2049
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 					 						Saint Vincent and the Grenadines					
 						Suite 305 , Griffith 
 Corporate Center,
 P.O. Box 1510
 Beach Mont Kingstown
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GCFX is a professional trading platform for Forex, International Indices, Commodities, International Equities, Treasury, ETFs etc. on CFDs to its retail and professional clientele across all the Global Financial Market with the best possible competitive spreads and enhanced trading experience.




GCFX Account


	 											  												 													 										GCFX Demo Account 											
	 											  												 													 										MT5 Demo Account 											



	 											  												 													 										GCFX Trader Login 											
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Other Resources


	 											  												 													 										GCFX Webtrader 											
	 											  												 													 										MT5 WebTrader 											
	 											  												 													 										GCFX Android App 											
	 											  												 													 										GCFX IOS App 											
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Contracts for Difference (‘CFDs’) are complex financial products that are traded on margin. Trading CFDs carries a high degree of risk. It is possible to lose all your capital. Therefore, you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. There are also risks associated with utilizing an Internet-based trade execution software application including, but not limited to, the failure of hardware and software.
Margined Forex and CFD trading are leveraged products and may not be suitable for everyone and you should ensure that you understand the risks involved and take care to manage your exposure. Please think carefully about whether such trading suits you, taking into consideration all the relevant circumstances as well as your personal resources. We do not recommend clients posting their entire account balance to meet margin requirements. Clients can minimize their level of exposure by requesting a change in leverage limit. For more information, please refer to GCFX’s Risk Disclosure.
When acquiring our CFD or derivative products you have no entitlement, right, or obligation to the underlying financial asset. GCFX is not a financial adviser and all services are provided on an execution-only basis. Important legal documents in relation to our products and services are available on our website. You should read and understand these documents before applying for any GCFX products or services and obtain independent professional advice as necessary.
Any analysis, opinion, commentary, or research-based material on our website is for information and educational purposes only and is not, in any circumstances, intended to be an offer, recommendation, or solicitation to buy or sell. Any indication of past performance or simulated past performance included in advertisements published by GCFX is not a reliable indicator of future results. The customer carries the sole responsibility for all the businesses or investments that are carried out at GCFX. You should always seek independent advice as to your suitability to speculate in any related markets and your ability to assume the associated risks if you are at all unsure.
The information on this site is not directed at residents of the United States, Belgium, Canada, Singapore, Japan and is not intended for use by any person in any jurisdiction where such use would be contrary to local law or regulation. Telephone calls and online chat conversations may be recorded and monitored. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances for each client. Tax law can change or may differ in each jurisdiction.
GCFX is the Brand Name for GCFX Group and is registered and regulated in the following Jurisdictions:
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 Global Capital Market Limited is registered and regulated by Labuan FSA, Malaysia, with registration number LL16397, and under the Money Broking License Number: MB/20/00056. Unit Level 12F (1), Main Office Tower, Financial Park, Jalan Merdeka, 87000 Federal Territory of Labuan, Malaysia.
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